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Dreamin' of a free-fall
I got my hands above my head
Lookin' up for a parachute
I'm wake up my own sweat
Nothing is wrong
Maybe you've got what it is.
Nothing is wrong, I'm left you lookin' in
Love comes along
Just when you're takin' a breath
So you'd better stop runnin' girl
If you wanna catch up with it
And the world is gonna give you
Just what it wants to
So all you gotta do is
Give away everything you get
Everything you get
Cause nothing is really wrong

Sometimes I wanna cry
And nothing at all comes out
I don't like to be alone
But I can't to find a door out
I don't like to feel less than I do
But I'd like to care more about
What I'm putting myself through

Your hands may be the ones, I want ya
Come along and save me, save me
Yeah so I'm gonna let you hold me
Yeah, hold me
Come along and save me

Cause love comes along
Just when you're taking a breath
And you better stop runnin' girl
If you wanna catch up with it

Somebody do this shit, pls not again!:

Dreamin' of a free-fall
Hands above my head
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See your face instead
Never saw still 
Still inside my heart
But I'm on the verge now of comin' apart
Love comes along
Just when you're takin' a breath
So you'd better stop runnin' girl
If you wanna catch up with it
And the world is gonna give you
Just what it wants to
So all you gotta do is
Give away everything you get
Everything you get
Cause nothing is really wrong
Maybe that's what it is
Well nothing's really wrong
I'm left here looking in

Cause love comes along, baby
Just when you're taking a breath
And you better stop runnin'
If you wanna catch up with it
And the world is gonna give you
Just what it wants to
So all you gotta do is
Be willing to give away everything you get
Everything you get
Everything you get

And get me out
And I wanna feel less than I do
But I'd like to care more about
What I'm putting myself through
Everything you get
Everything you get
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